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Among other things

F-U-2 members like the Beatles and sleep in the nude
By TOM MORAWSKI
Guardian Special Writer
To F-U-2 or not to F-U-2, that is
not the question. The question is,
however, what the hell is F-U-2?
According to an anonymous
member of the new organization,
"lt(F-U-2) is an alternative to the
normalcy of common fraternities."
F-U-2 got its start when a few
people grouped together and

decided to form a new, different
organization quite apart from the
everyday fraternity. "We want to
be recognized as an influence on
campus happenings." said the
anonymous member. "Besides."
he continued, "It sure beats the
heck out of discos.
"We're not out to assassinate,
maim or cripple anyone, but we
want our views to be known and
keep it in the proper perspective.

"We've had a few run-ins with
other frats over the flags in Allyn
lounge that were somehow misplaced on the floor."
What are some of the characteristics of the members who are
associated with F-U-2? According
to the previously mentioned
member. "Most of us have
temporary or permanant psychosis, we all sleep nude (separately,
of course), we're all grubby, and

most partake in the art of indulg- few interesting activities for the
ing in alcoholic eitracts. Every- forthcoming spring quarter, inone in the organization (also) has cluding a surprise rock concert
at least one old Beatles album."
in the quad, rearranging the
furniture around campus and
THE F-U-2 chain of command
random groping.
is as follows: In charge of the
group is a Supreme Commander.
If you. by some stroke of
Second in line is Director of In insanity, are willing to give
House Security. And, thirdly, F-U-2 a try. put your resume in
there is the Commander of Drug mailboi X-756. As the sign says.
Supply.
"We're looking for a few good
These leaders have planned a men and any woman we can get."
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100 percent chance that tuition will go up
Governor Rhodes also made a
By BOB MYERS
recommendation which is subGuardian Associate Writer
stantially less than the WSU
"The probability of a tuition budget request.
hike next fall is around 100
percent," Thomas Keller, direcALTHOUGH THE total subsidy
tor of Budget and Regent Re- is larger than last year's $1.1
porting, said yesterday
million, Keller stated that inThe tuition hike will be a result creases in fuel oil and other
of a deficit between the proposed
utilities as well as general inflaUniversity budget and the Ohio tion have offset any actual inBoard of Regents subsidy re- crease. The deficit of the univercommendation. explained Keller.
sity will be in excess of $770,000,

said Keller.
One way the University can
make up this deficit is to raise
tuition rates. Dr. Andrew Spiegel,
vice-president for the administration. said it is too early to say how
much the tuition hike would be.
He explained that the budget
committee was stili in the early
stages of preparing the budget
and that all of the requests for
monies were not in.
Keller cited the reccmmended

rate for annual tuition as $795 in
the Regent's plan and $840 in the
Governor's. Wright State currently asks $765.
HE STATED that the budget is
still being worked on with the
Budget Review Committee meeting for the first time last week.
Final budget requests are due
March 2, he continued, before the
Budget Committee can start
drawing up a final budget.

Spiegel said that before a
tuition hike was made the Budget
Review committee would cut proposed programs and trim existing
budgets. He stated that no specific area was named yet and that
the budget cuts would probably
be unilateral.
Keller added that the University should know how mui-h money
they would receive in and how
large the deficit would be in three
weeks.

Caucus puts off no-confidence vote for a week
By DORIAN A. VIOLIN
Gwinltui Staff Writer
Student Caucus decided yesterday to table a vote of no-confidence in Elizabeth Dixon, executive director of student auxiliary
services, until their meeting next
weefc.
'I think we should table it until
next week because, in the informal survey we did, most
people didn't know who she
was," said one cuccus member
who preferred i: remain uniden'i-

fied.
ANOTHER MEMBER added
that, "Even if we get no reaction
from anybody else, we could still
put forth a complaint ourselves."
But, they will have to "iH down
and sift through all the complaints we do have so she can
answer to them."
In other busiuess Steve Bentsen reported on the progress of
the possibility of having a campus
bank.
"What we need is an approval

from UCB for utilizatior- of the
space we want, which is in front
-of the bookstore," said Bentsen.
IT WAS STATED that even
though the location of the bank
would be slightly inconvenient to
commuter students, it would be
convenient for students in the
dorm or living in the apartments.
"But the majority of the students don't live in the dorm or in
the apartments," contested Ted
Staton, Graduate School repre-

Plus/minus grading to be studied
By KEVIN THORNTON
Gui\n*lon Associate Writer
The Curriculum Committee of
the Academic Council plan to
s;udy the possibility of installing
I plus-minus grading system at
Wright State.
The proposal stems from a
recommendation given at the
Dean's Council meeting. Jan. 5,
and subsequently referred to the
Curriculum Committee.
THE PROPOSAL involves allowing professors to grade students on a 12 point grading
system rather than the current

four-point system. This means,
for example, that students, instead of recieving an, " A " for a
course, will have the possibility of
recieving an A-plus or A-minus.
According to the Curriculum
Committee this type of 12-point
grading system is not currently
employed by many local colleges.
Only Ohio University and the
Universisty of Akron are currently
using that type of system.
Dr. Roger Glaser, chaircr of the
Curriculum Committee, said yesterday that the proposal is still in
the discussion stages and the
committee will officially bring it

up at their next meeting, Feb. 20.
"I DON'T KNOW if we can
give exams that are so objective
that they can be graded as finely
as this." Glaser theorized.
"However, we will look into the
question, and. if we find a real
problem existing we will then act
upon it.
"The Committee is open to
changes; how ever we do not make
changes just for the sake of
making them. If real information
is presented in favor of plus-min(S«e POSSIBLE,' page 5)

sentative.
In other business members
discussed the final changes made
in the new faculty evaluation
forms.
"SOME PEOPLE had sug
gested we c**'. -own on the
number of questions, (so we now
have) eliminated about half of
them," said Vicky McKinley,
Science and Engineering representative.
The forms are to be taken to

"Insty-Prints" and will cost
$64.35. "Tiey will Is ready one
day after being dropped off. If the
university had printed them, it
would have cost $95 and would
have taken two weeks until they
were Anally ready.
Despite this, "I'm going to
have a h».d time gettin the
university to pay for something
that is not being printed on
campus," said Joanne Risacher,
director of student development.

• friday
weather

A travelers' advisory will be in effect in central and northern
areas today. Temperatures in the teens this morning. Windy today
with flurries and steady or falling temperatures. Occasional flurries
tonight with diminishing winds and a low between zero and 10
below. Partly cloudy tomorrow, with highs mainly in the teens.

SCUBA
The WSU SCUBA Program announces the 1979 SCUBA refresher
clinic. This free program begins February 18 and runs four
consecutive Sundays from 11:00 to 2:00. The program is absolutely
free of charge. Some equipment is provided on a reservation basis.
Registration begins at 11:00 Sunday in PE 166. For information call:
Dan Orr, HPR, at 873-2404 or 873-3223.

important dates
Early spring registration began Monday. Wednesday the 21st will
be the last day to drop a class without a grade.
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( UNITED PRESS INTERNA TIONAL
One dollar per gallon gasoline predicted
UPl • Tithing to America's
"second God." as Ohio Energy
Department Director Robert Ryan
tails the automobile, appears to
be on the upswing again
More and more energy experts
are predicting SI a gallon gasoline in the near future. With
people now paying between 70-80
cents a gallon, the gap to $1 a
gallon is no longer that wide.
But the thought of $1 a gallon
stilt is mind-boggling to many.
THE LATEST $1 a gallon prediction came this week from Sen.
Henrv "Scoop" Jackson, DWash.. who. as chief of the
Senate Energy Committee, commands attention when he talks
about energy and the high price
of it.
Jackson figured gas pumps will
be set at $1 a gallon within a year
and several other energy experts
asked by I'PI agreed with Jackson. Some more than agreed.
"I made that prediction six
months ago," said Mike Kunnen.
president of the Greater Cincin-

nati Gasoline Dealers Association
and a self-described "30-year
student of the world energy
flow."
"I SAY $1 A GALLON for sure
by the end of this year, maybe
even by this spring."
"I'd go along with the $1 a
gallon prediction by the end of the
year." agrees Ryan. "The federal
government is doing nothing to
increase the supply and the
demand keeps going up.
"Americans have a second
God, the automobile. And now,
they're buying a lot of campers
and four-wheel drives. They take
a lot of gas and consumption
continues to go up."
RYAN ALSO WARNED that
governmene-ordered allocation of
gasoline may go into effect in
April because that is the month
motorists drive more as the
weather improves.
Roger Dreyer, executive vice
president of the Ohio Petroleum
Marketers Association, figured
"the price will probably touch

near the SI mark."
"But." he said, "SI a gallon is
a magic figure. Dealers are going
to try to keep under it if they can.
I think it would be at least a year
before we'd hit SI a gallon."
OFFICIALS FOR SOHIO. the
largest seller of petroleum products in Ohio, understandably
don't like to join the SI a gallon
guessing contest.
"Sounds like Scoop Jackson
said it all." said Sohic spokesman
Charled Partridge after listening
>o the senator's dire musings on
gasoline.
"Predicting SI a gallon is easy
for him to say." said Partridge,
"but difficult for us. There's no
doubt though, people have to
realize the days of cheap energy
in America are gone."
BUT WILL Americans pay SI a
gallon for gasoline?: "Well,"
suggests Partridge, "let's look a!
some recent history. Before the
embargo, Americans were paying
around 40 cents a gallon. When
the embargo hit, officials asked

THE CONDITIONS include
for conservation and there was a
great deal of it. The demand went enough crude oil. if there are no
down. But as the immediate unexpected drains on supplies
threat went away, the conserva- and if there are no refinery
tion faded away. Demand for gas. breakdowns, he said.
now at 70 cents a gallon, is up
Americans started really woragain.
rying about the price and availa"What happened?" Partridge bility of gasoline during the
asked a visitor.
'73-74 Arab oil embargo. De"1 guess we got used to paying creased supplies forced most gas
70 cents a gallon." the visitor stations to reduce hours and even
said.
close several days a month. When
Partridge agreed and noted, stations were open, there were
"That same assumption could be often long lines of cars backed up
easy to arrive at when you're to pay for suddenly more exwondering if people will pay Si a pensive gasoline.
gallon."
The latest threat stems from
Added Dreyer, "Outsioe of the turmoil in Iran, which has
banning cars, I don't see a stopped exporting oil. President
slowdown in buying gasoline. Carter said in his news conAmericans say they need their ference Monday that Iranian oil
cars, they need their cars."
has been accounting for 2.5
Sohio Vice President Charles percent of the nation's daily conH. King said his firm's gasoline sumption.
supplies are barely adequate to
CARTER ASKED Americans to
meet demands and that supplies obey the gas-saving 55 mile an
could remain adequate for the hour speed limit and urged the
remainder of 1979, but only if a use of more car pools and public
number of conditions are met.
transportation.

U.S. Embassy protests Soviet reporting on Iran events
MOSCOW UPI - rhe United
States Embassy yesterday delivered a protest tc the Soviet
Foreign Ministry against what it
called "tendentious" reporting
by the Soviet press on events in
Iran.
Ar, embassy spokesman said an
American diplomat lodged the
protest at <he Foreign Ministry
over a Soviet Tass news agency
dispatch published today suggesting that the U.S. Embassy
seizure in Iran was carried out by
CIA-becke agent? of the dis-

banded SAVAK secret police.
The Soviet dispatch also suggested that U.S. Marines and
helicopter units had been transferred to the borders of Iran for
possible "direct intervention in
Iran."
THE U.S. SPOKESMAN said
yesterday's protest was against
"tendentious reporting which the
embassy describes as most unhelpful and not likely to contribute to a better understanding
between our countries."

The Tass dispatch, prominently
published in the official Soviet
Communist part^ newspaper Prav
da. was datelincd New York - a
device the Soviets have used in
recent weeks tc d i s t a n t themselves in reporting on rapid
developments in Iran.
The dispatch quoted a Col.
Rakhimi of the staff of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini as saying the
attack on the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran was provoked by agents of

the shah's secret police agency,
SAVAK.
"AS IS KNOWN, the SAVAK
is an offspring of the CIA and its
agents have already long been organizing all kinds of provocations
in order to create a pretext for
open military interference by the
United States in Iran." Tass said.
"Nevertheless some Western
news agencies are spreading
versions concerning the participa-

tion in the embassy's seizure of
persons of Afghan nationality,
which is obviously being done
with a provocatory aim.
"According to other assertions
this is allegedly the work of leftist
bands.
"LN ALL THIS can be seen the
familiar hand of the Western
intelligence services, trying with
their usual methods to influence
the development of events in the
new Iran," Tass said.

Vandalism and theft in the parking lots is on the rise says security
By CHUCK STEVENS
Guardian Staff Writer
Wrigh! State University ponce
Lt. Charles Loe advised students
Feb. 15 to watch for suspicious
activities or persons in the parking lot areas..
Lee made this statement in
reference to the continuing rise in
vandalism and theft in the parking lots. Students with infcrmett.J3 regarding any suspicious
activities or persons should report
them to the security dispatch
center ioca.ed at 121 Allyn Hall,
or call extension 2580.
IN OTHER POUCE business,
t.Ne majority of Incidents officers
responded to this p a s week were
crimes involving automobiles
parked in the parking tots.
According to police officer D.
Burdick, David Englee reported
Feb. 9 that four hubcaps '"ere

stolen from his 1974 Buick Century parked in the Allyn B lot.
In ont of two other similar
incidents, Joe Heard reported
Feb. 12 that two wire rimmed
hubcaps were stolen from his car.
The valuz of the 1976 Chevy
Caprice hubcaps was listed at
S190. Heard's auto was parked in
the Creative Aris Center's B lot.
IN 1S1E FINAL hubcap theft,
occuring Feb. 8. student Debbie
Kelly told police that two hubcaps
were stolen from her 1977 Chevy
Mcnza parked in the Allyn lot.
The loss was estimated at S72.
Wright State student Melissa
Ohmer told police Feb. 8 that her
winter B decal was stolen from a
Stengers Ford rental car. which
she was using while her car was
being serviced.
In another decal theft, also on
Feb- 8, student Linda Persons

told policc that her winter C decal
was stolen from her car parked in
Allyn.
ALSO THAT DAY. student
Cheryl Adams reported that the
car window on the passenger's
side of her Camaro was broken
out. Police gave no estimate of
the damage.
Feb. 9, Marvin Collier, a
University student, reported to
police that his automobile was
forcibly entered and a suitcase
with its contents removed. The
auto was parked in the four-hour
metered parking in the Allyn lot.
Value of the stolen items was
listed at SI 10.
Another forced entry occurred
that day as student Robert Moore
reported to police that his car was
victimized for a CB and an 8-track
tape player. Moore's car was
parked in the PE C lot.

THERE WERE ALSO two auto
accidents this week, the first
occurring Feb. 9.
Burdick noted that a vehicle
belonging to the University was
struck by another auto while
parked in shipping and receiving
behind Millett. Burdick said the
other auto involved had left the
scene. No estimate was available
on the amount of damage to the
University vehicle.
Feb. 13, Richard Haas and
Jane Collott, both University
students, were involved in an
accident at the four-way stop in
the PE parking lot. Burdick said
Collett failed to yield the right-ofway and struck the other auto in
the right door, side and quarter
panel. Damage to Haas' car was
listed at over SI50, while Collett's
received no significant damage.
IN THE FIRST of four final

incidents, all thefts. Lawrence
Cross, professor of sociology,
reported the theft of a calculator
from a desk in his office in East
404 Millett. The Unisonic calculator was valued at S12.
Burdick said that on Feb. 9 two
microphones were stolen from the
Media Distribution Center in the
Upper Hea.-th Lounge. The microphones were valued at S75 each.
Also on Feb. 9. Vincent Ingram, a WSU student, told police
that his locker in the PE building
was emptied of a wallet, with
ID's, No estimate was made on
the loss.
FINALLY, Amanda Wilson, student, reported that her purse,
kept in an unlocked closet, had S5
in cash taken from it. Wilson was
working at the circulation desk in
the library when the theft occurred.

Class of 1962

Rico Valentino
"The Campus Locomotive"

Zelda Woofenbite
"Gums"

Peaches N. Kreme
"Hot Stuff"

Major Romantic Languages. Always has a
date. ..wears iridescent slacks.. .from thp
wrong side of the tracks.. .been on "American
Bandstand" . . . still cruises local high school
for chicks.

Major. Library Science. Watches "Queen For
A Day" and cries.. .studies a lot.. always in
curlers... dependable... makes popcorn every
Friday and Saturday night... uses nasal spray
.. probablyy w
will
ill be "left on the shelf."

Major Elementary Education. Pure as the
driven snow . . . pert .. stv le galore ... a real
knockout, especial!) in sweaters . . . likes
"mature" men . . . voted year-round "Ice
Princess."

Robv Farnsworth Harrington III

B.M.O.C.
"He only had one thing on his mind"

Freud lan siipp
"Egg}' '
Major: Nuclear Physics. Actually finished
"Ulysses".. wears coke-jottle glasses...
popular around exam time... knows the difference between "inductive" and "deductive"
reasoning... turned Harvard down.

Major. Micro/Macro Economics. "Lack of
money is the root of all evil"... chuuttered to
classes
sses . . . wears
wean; penny loafers with dimes in
'em...
i . . . Mark Cross luggage... plans to start at
top (of his father's corporation).

$
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Bettina Putschnik
"Pinky"

Tilton Sidewhevs
"Tilt"

Jim Shoe
"Twinky"

Major Art. Ban the Bomb.. dresses in black
. . . recites blank verse poetry in coffee houses
met one of the Limelighters... can slip into
a trance.. proud of her Holden Caulfield type
brother... wants a pad in the Village.. bongo
drums.. really hep

Major Motel Management. Sings along with
Mitch...the original clone...wears white
socks and ripple-soled shoes that squeak
frequently "ditched," even by parents .. can
burp the "Gettysburg Address" ... permanently out to lunch.

Major RE./Interior Decorating A complex
person . plays varsity everything... an opera
buff .. sometimes misunderstood ... "once
more, and I'll grind your face into the concrete" . . sensitive . favorite color chartreuse
.. .a nco-Renaissance Man.
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Vote important
Next Tuesday will mark an important even, at WSU. A tally will
he taken for a vote of "no confidence" in University President
Robert Kegerreis at the winter faculty meeting.
We've all been hearing a lot of talk about ' 'no confidence voles,
and the frequency of its appearance in local media |as well as the
Guardian) may have dulled us all to the significance of such an
action.
Hut many of us may also be confused about just exactly what such
a vole would mean.
It is the Guardian's hope thai the faculty's vote on the "no
confidence" motion on Feb. 20 will he done as an evaluation
procedure and not as a trial.
The office of the president is critically important lo the
University. It makes a great deal of difference to us all how well the
set of responsibilities thai are associated with this office are carried
out.
The recent flurry of letters appearing in the Guardian concerning
conditions at Wright State indicate to some degree how the
operation of the University needs imponement. And the operation
of the University is ultimately the responsibility of the president.
President Kegerreis has been in office long enough for the
University 's administration to have been shaped in his image. It is
his ideas of organization, his k jy people, and his operational
concepts which we see about us.
So if a majority of the faculty feel the organization and operation
of the University are inadequate (us we believe they are\. they
should cast a vote of "no confidence " in the president.
If this occurs, what then would happen? Clearly, the only logical
course of action for the president, if in fact the faculty does vole ' no
confidence'' in him, would be for him to resign and let someone else
try lo solve some of the University s problems.
This may seem rash, bul the complete co-operation of the faculty
and the administration is a prerequisite to not only the smooth
operation of the school, bul to any hoped progress in the future.

Scholarship seperate
We can only hope that the Wright Stale University Foundation's
efforts lo raise monies for its 1979 Scholarship Drive are not
hampered by the had publicity the Foundation has received during
the past year.
OJ coarse, the scholarship funds are used specifically for the
jKirpose for which they are solicited, and nor in such bad
image-producing actions as the Marcus Jackson-Jerry Holbrook
payoffs.
The University, fearing a possible discrimination suit, paid the
former basketball coaches S21.000 our of Foundation funds.
According In O. F'dward Pollock, executive director of the WSl'
Foundation, in paying off the two men, the University ma- have
sav-d it self $40.000 w SbO.OOO.
The Scholarship Drive is a fine effort on the part of the Universityarid the surrounding area to assist students who would otherwise be
tuiahle to attend Wrtghl Slate The Scholarship Drive's connection
lo the Foundation is in nemv alone, and we hope that regardless of
what questionable uses the Foundation funds were put to, people
will continue to contribute to what is a gooj cause.
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We have the right to be illiterate
By MIKE HOSIER
Guardian Newt Editor
It appears that illiteracy, that black demon
who once helped fill workhouses and keep
people in their place, is coming back in force.
Author Rudolf Flesch. whose 1955 best-seller,
Why Johnny Can 't Read, helped to bring the
problem out into the light and, as a result, is
said to have gained for him the ill will of the
educational establishment, told the Senate
education subcommittee, "A growing part of
our population is lapsing back into illiteracy."
Half the U.S. population, said Flesch, is
functionally illiterate.
BUT IT JUST sounds to me like he's just
blowing off lots and lots of hot air. I mean, who
is he to say that the United States, one of the
greatest nations in the whole entire world, can't
read good? Just whom does he think he is?
For your information. Mr. Rudolf Flesch. I am
as good a reader as anybody ever was and you
just don't, know what you're saying when you
talk about us Americans as being close to being
illiterate — well, that's real dumb You should
sec how good a literate place the U.S. is if you
would watclh TV. Charlie's Angels is real good
and so is Vegas and so is lots of other good
show s and they deal w ith real human problems
and are real well done.
1 don't know where you get off. Mr. Flesch —
do you think you're real smart and can put
everybody else in the w hole world down because
they don't read real good? That doesn't make
lots and lots of sense to me, and I'm sure to
nobody else, and why don't you just keep your
"superior" opinions to yourself and leave us
alone?
WE ARE ACTUALLY literate and you should
know better.
Mr. Flesch. you said, "1 honestly feel that if
there is no change in the method of teaching
reading, we will have to import doctors,
engineers, and scientists from France, Germany
and Japan because we won't have enough."
Well that don't make no since Mr. Flesch!
You've got a God-given right to your opinion,

Mr. Flesch. and I wouldn't never want to say
otherwise in this great (and literate!) country of
ours, but I feel you're really, really all wrong.
Look here at what you said. You said about
technical people. Well for your information. I
used to know a technical person just like that
and he told me — and he was a technical person
— that technical people don't have to read very
good cause they deal all the time with number
figures!
SO THERE. Mr. Flesch! You are not so very
smart after all, you know it all! Ha-ha!
The one thing you don't pay no attention to is
the fact. Mr. Flesch, that this is America and we
have a tradition and rights and men and boys
who have shed their blood on battlefields at
home and away to preserve all our rights. And
one of those rights are to be as we are and not
have "superior" people be looking down on us!
Really I'm not kidding.
ACTUALLY. IF i am not as smart as you think
you are and if I'm all that very stupid because J
don't understand some stuff well maybe I
should take pride in that! Reall), This is
America and if I'm not a good enough reader for
you to be happy with, then maybe that's the way
things can and ought to be continuing! Who arc
you to tell me that I'm or t h j rest of the country
isn't good enough? I mean, that sounds a whole
lot like communism to me if you look at it real
close and study it. 1 mean shouldn't we be as we
arc, forever and ever, with the right to be as we
are and not read as good if we feci like it and
drink lots of beer when we go bowling? I
personally feel you must be suffering from
delusions of grander" and maybe you should
pay attention to me.
I'm sorry if I've astounded you. Mr. Flesch.
but that is just the way I feel about being
considered not that smart. You should consider
that.
I bet you're suffering from some kind of
reaction against society because your mother
made you read when you were a kid - lots of
books.
LOOK AGAIN AT your charges, Mr. Flesch.
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Molly Hatchet

High energy rock and roll from the south
were invited to go on a tour of
Europe, but it was cancelled.
That's probably best for us now.
We really need to stay home and
push the album for a while."
NOT CONTENT just to sell
their debut album. MOLLY HATCHET. they have begun working
on a new Ip. When Holland and I
spoke for the second time, he was
with the band in BeeJay Studio in
Orlando, recording new songs.
"This is a great studio," he
commented. "It's one of seven
computerized 32-track studios in
the country. No top rock acts have
recorded here before, though it's
laid out nice for rink and roll, and
has a great guitar atmosphere. A
lot of gospel groups record here,
A "KICK IN the head" seems and all the people who run it are
to be the language that reaches Christians. Everyone here is real
many concert-goers. When Hat- nice, and they don't try to preschet played Riverfront Coliseum sure us about religion or anyin December as the opening act thing. Therf's a very laid-back
for Bob Segcr, the audience atmosphere here."
The hand has laid down two
quickly took to them, responding
enthusiastically by the end of the tracks at BeeJay. and hopes to
persuade
Tom Werman. producer
set.
"The opening act has to go out of their debut album and lps by
and warm the audience up." other well known rockers such as
stated Holland. "It's often kind of Cheap Trick and Ted Nugent, to
slow at first-there usually aren't join them in Florida to work on
that many people in the hall yet. the Ip.
since they arc coming to sec
"I DON'T WANT to do this
Seger-but they start to sit up by album in los Angeles." Holland
the second or third song, and insisted. "I'm not at home there;
generally like it by the end."
I mean, I like to play there, but I
Tlic group seems to be success- don't want to be stuck there three
ful from Seger's point of view, months! It's my album, not his!
also, according to Holland. "Bob It's more practical to inconwants us to go back with him on venience one person than six.
his next tour." he said. "We Actually, if there was a studio of

simple: laziness. "Unless you're
a hotshot, it's really hard to sound
great all the time with just one
guitar," he explained. "With
three, you can harmonize; each
guy plays one note, and there you
have a chord!"
He believes in a major tenet of
many of his sixties' idols. "I like
my ears to bleed when I play; 1
like to have my head kicked in.
And I want to see people going
crazy when I'm playing." This
philosophy explains Holland's
lack of enthusiasm for much
Southern music. "I just can't get
my music across by being laidback...You know — strumming a
guitar and going 'yip vip yo.'

R.L. Metcalf Interviews Molly Hatchet band member Steve
photo by Bill Bennlng
Holland.
Waylon and Willie. Our music's
Bj R. L. METCALF
not like theirs — it's high energy
Guardian Music Writer
rock and roll. It's frcm the South,
Molly Hatchet is not a typical but not typically Southern."
Southern outlaw band, nor is it a
ALTHOUGH THE band comes
run-of-the-mill rock band. The
six-man group, which features from an area known for producing
three lead guitarists, blends tra- country rockers such as Lynyrd
ditional Southern rock themes Skynyrd. tie Allman Brothers
Grinderswitch,
Holland
with the kind o: music the and
members grew up with in Jack- claims little influences from their
styles. "I didn't learn to play by
sonville. Florida.
"Yeah. 1 guess our lyrics" — listening U the Allmans." he
states.
"I grew up listening to
dealing with jail, outlaws, women
and the South — "are pretty Clapton, .'cff Beck. Johnny Wintraditional Southern themes." ter. Jimmy Page, and Hendrix."
According to the irreverent
said guitarist Steve Holland.
"When I think of outlaw music, Holland, the rationale for forming
though. 1 think immediately of his guitar-oriented group was

this caliber in Jacksonville, we
would really like to do the album
there."
He has no theories concerning
the profusion of well-known performers from Jacksonville. "No.
1 really don't think there's anything really special about Jacksonville that provides an influence for musicians. It's just
home. The people there like to get
rowdy."that's all "
"Molly Hatchet" is not a typical name for a group specializing
in outlaw'/hard rock. As one of the
other band members commented.
"It sounds like some weird folk
singer or something."
HOLLAND EXPLAINED. "For
a while we were changing our
name every week just to keep
working. We were doing originals
at a time when you couldn't get
booked without doing Top 40.
We'd do covers, but of heavier
material like the Stones' Jumping
lack Flash or / Used to Love ller.
"A friend of ours found the
name in an encyclopedia." he
continued. Hatchet Molly, according to the album's liner
notes, was a woman who lived in
17th Century Salem and became
known for beheading her lovers;
Holland stated that he has also
heard that she was a militant
temperance crusader who destroyed taverns.
He's unsure which is the true
version, and seems quite unconcerned. "1 hate it," he concludes
with a grin and a shrug, "so I
guess it's gotta be okay."

Variety of movies to be found in the Dayton area
By L. ALAN SCHEIDT
Guardlar Film Critic
The following is a list of films
playing in or arosn-J !be Dayton
area over the coming weekend.
For times or ticket prices contact
the theatre where each film is
playing.
Arimal ilous* National Lampoon's crazy coi&fdy ibnut the
worst fraternity on campus is still
going strong after 2" week-.
(Cinema Centre 2)
A utumn Sonuta: This new film
by master director Ingmir Bergman swept the National Review
awards including ihe prize for
best foreign film. With Liv IJISman and lngrid Bergman. tKonTifci Cinemas)
California Suite', The newest of
the Neil Simon comedies, this is
about a variety of funny people all
staying in the same plu-.h Californis hotel. (Dayton Mall Cinemas. Page Manor Cinerias)
Coming Home. This is a powerful film, the best to da!e. that
deals with Vietnam. Brilliant
performances by Jane Fonda Jon
Voigt and Bruce Bern under tha
articulate direction of Hal Ashby.
(Xenia Cinemas)
Every Which Way But Loose:...
is every which way but right.
(Beaver Valley Cinemas, Ctnema
North. Southtown Twin Cinemas*

The Great Train Robbery. A
new Victorian thriller with Sean
Connery. Not to be confused with
the classic silent film. (Kettering
Cinemas, Kon-Tiki Cinemas)
Halloween: The frightening

a**,,"*'

Page Manor Cinemas)
Moment by Moment: An aborted attempt to create the ultra
-modern, romantic drama. Lily
Tomlin and John Travolta arc lost
in a laughable script. (Cinema

ANYONE FOR

story of an escaped psychotic.
The critics have generally panned
this movie, but the audiences
seen "o love ii. (Kon-Tiki Cinemas)
Ice Castles: The story of an ice
skater, who is blinded and then
makes a co'mebach as a champion.
A true story that sounds like it
might bear great resemblance to
The Other Side of the Mountain.
(Beaver Valley Cinemas, Dayton
Mall Cinemas, Selem Mall Cinemas)
It's Not the Size That Counts: A
recently released sex comedy out
of the double entendre school of
humor. (Loew's Ames Cinemas)
The lord of the Rings: This
animated version of part of the
j'olkein trilogy is an entertaining,
if flawed, vision of the epic
fuevtasy. (Dayton Mall Cinemas,

dice Bergen) to help him forget
someone very special (Ali MiGraw). (Kettering Cinemas)

Pardon Mon Affaire: A new
French comedy, recently released
w
••Af cT77'
ENTERTAINMENT?

Centre 1)

to the American public. (Cinema
South)

Movie Movie: Stanley Doncn's
warm and humorous valentine to
the films of the thirties. Look for
Trish Van Dcvcre's two. remarkably different performances.
(Beaver Valley Cinemas. Salem
Mall Cinemas. Southtown Twin
Cinemas)

Same Time Next fear: With
Ellen Burstyn. recreating her
Tony-winning role, and Alan
Alda. this adultrous comedy can't
be all bad. Based on the hit
Broadway show. (Beaver Valley
Cinemas. Salem Mall Cinemas)

Oliver's SrowRyan O'Neal
uses someone very special (Can-

Superman: High Hying adventure. special effects, and a lot of

laughs; what more could anyone
want? (Dayton Mall Cinemas,
Fairborn Twin Cinemas, Salem
Mall Cinemas.)
The Warriors: The first in a
long line of films about New York
street gangs. This one has a
falsely accused gang being hunted by everyone from the police to
other gangs. (Fairborn Twin Cinemas. Loews Ames Cinemas.
Washington Square)
Up In Smoke: Or Cheech and
Chong tour the country in a van
made out of marijuana... (Englcwood Cinema)
The Wiz: Director Sidney Lumet seems to have gone for size
instead of character in this pretentious adaptation of the Broad
way hit musical. Ted Ross is good
as the Lion, but he doesn't save
the show. (Xenia Cinema)

Possible change in grading system
[continued from page /I
further, there is a chance for open
us grading we would be more hearings in the future. Glaser
than enthusiastic to change," he stressed, "If we are going to look
added.
into this we will need input from
If the Committee feels the the students and faculty as well."
question should be considered
FROM THE Curriculum Com-

mittee the proposal will have to
go back to the Steering Committee and eventually final approval will be made by the
Academic Council.
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Wharton to speak
By KEVIN THORTON
Guardian Associate Writer
Dr. Clifton R. Wharton, Jr..
chancellor of the State University
of New York, has been selected as
Wright State's 1979 commencement speaker. President Robert
Kegerreis announced recently.
Wharton is known as a leading
specialist in economic development, higher education and U.S.
foreign policy . He has served as
chairman of the board for International Food and Agriculture Development (AID) of the U.S. State
Department. Wharton was also
president of Michigan State University for eight years.
WHARTON IS NOW a member
of the board of directors of the

Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, the Equitable Life Assurance Society, and
the Ford Motor Company.
In 1977, Wharton was named
the winner of the Joseph C.
Wison Award for achievement
and promise in international affairs. This award praised his work
in Southeast Asia where he
trained many of today's leading
Southeast Asian economists and
Agricultural economists.
Wharton said he has not yet
decided upon a topic for his
address, since the ceremonies
will not take place for several
months. Commencement exercises will be held at the U.D. Arena
June 9 at 10 a.m.

Makeup of of WSU student
population subject of report
Bv CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Associate Writer
Trends in Wright State's student population was the subject of
a report presented at a recent
Board of Trustees meeting by
Wayne Peterson, director of the
Student Information System.
According to Peterson, 14,261
students are enrolled at Wright
State and the Western Ohio
Branch Campus(WOBC) and 42
of the 50 states are represented
by these students. Fifty-two of
the 88 counties around Ohio arc
also represented.

THE REPORT pointed out that
students are often waiting one or
more years before entering college. Twenty-five percent of
WSU's student population is over
30 years of age.
On the comparisons between
daytime and evening students at
WSU, the study showed 32 percent of the students are taking
evening classes. Of those 32
percent. 17 percent are undergraduate students taking evening
classes only.
Student enrollment by credit

lost & found

CLASSIFIEDS
for sale
LONG quiana knit wedding
gown. Seauined cuffs and
waist. Plus, long lace veil.
Size 7. $100. 837-4658 after 5.
i-2-14-2.
FOR SALE: 1974 Plymouth
Fury!, power steering/brakes,
air conditioning. FM stereo 8
track, no rust Must sell.
Asking $1200 or best offer
Call 399-1243 or drop a note in
Allvn mailbox W356. 2-14

FOR SALEi GBX Guitar Amplifier. 4-12" speakers in tube
amp cabinet, solid state piggy
back pre-amp. $250.00. Call
evenings 236-3523

1970 FORD MUSTANG - In;crior and Exterior Excellent.
25C-6 cylinder engine. 66,000
miles. AM-FM 8 track player
with 2 Jensen coaxial speakers
-S1500 firm If interested,
icave ntKi and mailbox number in B'79. 2-16
4V-! -76 CHEVY BLAZER. All
th» extras. $5200. Call 426"373 after 5:00. 2-16

wanted

THE WSU Chess Club is in
need of good chess players so
that we can engage in tournaments. !f you know how to
play, oiid are interested in
meeting others, call Glen Jula
at 277-0831, or if on campus,
extension 2160. 2-14
•lUStCIANS wanted to form
szz Rock Band. If interested
cave name and info, in WSU
Box B329 or cali 848-4989.2-lC

WANTED: Small band or combo to play 3-4 hours for private
party in early August. Musical
preference: contemporary ,
old standards, polkas. If interested. call 426-4533. 2-9
PART-Time sales position; no
door-to-door. Call 256-2384
after 1:00 p.m. ask for DarIcne. 2-9
PART-TIME
Job-Businessman requires personal attendant due to physical disability.
Duties include assistance wiih
dressing, personal hygiene
and housekeeping-early mornings. evenings, and weekends.
10-15 hours per week, $3.00
per hour. Live-in arrangements possible. May also hold
another full-time job. Will
train reliable person, male or
female. Call 878-6735. 2-14-10

ROOMMATE wanted: male or
female, share large furnished
house with 3 other students:
private bedroom, washer and
drver. pool table. 20 minutes
from WSU in Dayton between
Main and Salem. Utilities included. $90 per month. Call
Tom WSU ext 2742. Room 054
Bic Sci; or 278-7601. 2-14

meetings
The Society of Exploration
Geophysicists will show the
film "Energy Seekers", concerning careers in exploration
geophysics this Friday, Feb
16, in 332 Oelman. at 12:00.
2-16

for rent

THE Southern Ohio Lacrosse
Club will hold an organizational meeting followed by a short
practice this Sunday. Feb. 18
at Miami Valley School at 4
p.m. New Players Welcomed!
Contact Box CI 44 or call
429-2083. 2-16

LARGE 2 bedroom unfurnished apartment. Includes
stove, refrigerator, disposal,
living room dining room combined. one bath. Lease required. Dunphy Real Estate
Inc. Yellow Springs. 767-1140.
X-2-14-3

DEAR MR. Brennan - Your
"quality" spellings of "organisational" and "practise"
seem to contradict your "Quality of students" beef. You cna
thank R.F. for :he correction.
2-16

ROOMMATE wanted: house
in Fairborn 10 minutes from
WSU. own bedroom. Rent $58
plus •/> utilities. Call 879-2294
evenings. 2-16

THE Believers in Jesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bible
Study every Saturday evening
at 7:30 p.m. in 041 UniversityCenter. 2-9

WANTED - MALE to share
rent and expenses at Bonnie
Villa spring quarter. Call 8732853. Ask for Steve in 320B
after 6:00 p.m. 2-16

THE Believers in Jesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bible
Study every Wednesday at
1:00 p.m. in 273 Millett. 2-9

MALE ROOMMATE needed move in right away. $53.75 a
month plus electric and phone.
Bonnie Villa Apt. Call 4290358. 2-16

University Center Board wants
you! Q&A session March 2.
1979 at 4 p.m. in room 155
B&C Universitv Center. 2-9

ATTENTION: Theiving fraternities! Lost: One Zeta Tau
Alpha fraternity banner. Put
information on its whereabouts in mailbox P79. It is
vitally important and urgen:
that it be returned immediately. REWARD: A swinging party with the absolute
best sorority on campus! 2-16

hours dunng the fall quarter of
1978 showed that 45.9 percent of
all students were taking between
12 and 18.5 credit hours.
THE REPORT also noted that
52.2 percent of the students at
WSU are women.
Other changes in student population show an increase in the
Senior Citizen program from 50
to 81, the formation of the new
program, Expanded Horizons, for
women and an increase ir the
number of transfer students for
the fall 1978.

DEAR Mike (Z-Boy) Happy V.
D. Day. Love your blue speedo
breifs. You have the sexiest
looking legs. See you at the
b-ball game. More to come.
Madam's X.Y.&Z 2-16
HEY Sig Eps-Thanks for making our Valentine's Party such
a success! We enjoyed it so
very much!! Love-Thc Ladies
of ZTA. P.S. When can we do
it again? 2-16

FOUND:Class ring from Beavercreek. If you think it might
be yours contact M307 or call
236-3629 after 7 p.m. Monday
through Friday. 2-14

BECAUSE you've been initiated have the Alph Xi Delta
Big O's quit rolling? 2-16

miscellaneous

HI Tammy Combs! You know
who 1 am right? Your Loving
Sis. Top Cat. 2-16

WANT TO BE part of a
fraternity, sick of these absurd
standards? Join F-U-2. Must
have below 2.0 GPA, or proof
of mental deviation or a criminal record. Do exciting
things! Fondle dwarfs. Become involved with a large
white fish. Discover ultimate
reality and how to expose
yourself to a C P A. Put tesu31c in mail box X756. 2-16
WHAT DOES IT mean to be a
child of God? Find out! Writt
"4 Spiritual laws" and your
WSU box number on a slip of
paper and place in box E172. 1
will give you a booklet dealing
with this subject. 2-16

personals
TO my Lille Sis': Hope you had
a happy V. D.! Always remember who loves you the most...
me! This especially goes for
my California and Alabama
Sis! You know who you are!
Sec ya! Love Always, "Big
Brubber" 2-16
TO the Omicron pledge class
of Alpha Xi Delta-Congratulations! It's really great to have
you join our ranks! 2-16
lORS-How did you like vour
initiation surprise? The T-P
job was iust for the youngest
member of our "family"!!!
2-16

CONVICT onjoys correspondence. Wish to correspond
with any students. Show me
your world out there with your
eyes and pen. I'll show you
mine behind silent steel and
cold concrete. We can learn
from each other. Write to: Phil
Dychko. #144-117, P.O. Box
45699. Lucasville. Ohio 45699.
2-16
Steve R. It was really nice
sharing half a table at the
Crock Pot 2 8. Thanks for
being so triendlv to this WSU
newcomer. Donna C. 2-16
TO TEDDY-if you were any
blacker vou'a be a Panda,
especially with all that white
stuff around your mouth. Your
Lady 2-16
DEAR L. I hope the fertility
rites work! I'm looking forward to the production as
much as the product. Love
" R . " 2-16
HEY Chris, is it true you are
going for the big time? Fuzzie
Cuff, Dena and Marcia. 2-16
R.B. is it true » hat we-heard in
the pool, or '.an old habits be
broken? Marchi and Dena.
2-16
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Raiders chances for the NCAA are good
By J.F. CARROLL
Guardian Sport* Editor
Anyone who talks to Ralph
Underbill. Wright State's men's
basketball coach, these days only
has one thing on his mind:
NCAA.
As is the case each and every
basketball season, as the end of
February approaches so does the
chance of an invitation to the
NCAA Tourney and a chance to
lake home a respectable title.

WRIGHT STATE is sitting in a
very good seat this year, with a
16-b record second only to Northern Michigan's 17-5. The Raiders could be in an even better
position after tonight, with Northern going against another Great
Lakes Region competitor, Eastern
Illinois <14-8!. at that school's
home court. If Michigan were to
lose, it would put them at 17-6,
and if the Raiders beat Akron this
weekend at Wright State, the
two schools would be tied for
first.

Wright State would then be in a
position to host the regional
competition, since the location
usually goes to the school carrying the better record. Wright
State's chances may also be
better since WSU .s more accessible to the public and the media.
Northern Michigan is inconvenient. located on the far end of the
peninsula.

Coach Underbill stated that the
Raiders are "playing well at the
time we need to w ith five straight
wins over admirable opponents
(Northern Kentucky. Bellarmine.
Cleveland State and Eastern Illinois). and I think the selection
committee sees that."
Underhill listed several factors
which have added up to the
team's excellent chances this
year. He feels he has the same
quality team now as the one
which won the NCAA Tournament when he was assistant coach
at University of Tennessee Chattanooga in 1976-77.
"THE TEAM IS playing offense and defense well," he
stated. "The press is working a
lot better, along with the half
court defense, and we're also
better as a team. Schaf (Bob
Schacfcr) can come from the
bench still not 100 percent and
can score 18 points and all in all
there is a better team effort."
Underhill also feels the team's
present 79.6 percem shooting
from the free-throw line will help
them immensely since "you have
to shoot well in the tournament to
do well."
Physically. Underhill feels the
team is "rounding out to be as
healthy as we have been all
year," and lists Bob Schaefer as
85 percent and Jeff Bragg (who
suffered a knee injury before the
Northern Kentucky game, Jan.
31) as 60 percent.
UNDERHILL FEELS Bragg will

sec some "spot" action this
Saturday against Akron and.
while not putting Schaefer in the
starting line-up. he will "put him
in fresh to go against a guy who's
little tired and not 100 percent."
In this way Underhill feels "we
can neutalize Bob against a guy
who has been in the game and is
tired."
The possible turning point this
season for the Raiders may have
been, according to Underbill, in
the second half of the WSU Northern Kentucky game, when
the Raiders were able to make up
a 13 point deficit at the Norsemen's home court and go on to
win the game.
"At that point we were 11-6
and on the verge of having a fine
record." Underhill said. "Then
when we went on to defeat Bellarmine at their home court we
knew we were a good ball club
since we had defeated teams who
were both fighting for bids on
their floor.''
THE RAIDERS' performance
on their own floor has been;
impressive this year, with only;
one loss against Thomas More;
and four wins at University of'
Dayton Arena, which Underhill
feels is "neutrai territory since
you don't have a home court
advantage unless you have at
least 9.000 people there."
This should help the Raiders
finish off the season impressively,
with each of the remaining games
played at Wright State, the most

current being Saturday night
against the University of Akron.
The game against Akron will be
"tough." says Underhill. since he
feels the school is "capable of
playing against any Division II
school and beating them. When
they're fired up they're an outstanding club," savs the coach.
AKRON. HOWEVER, has
dropped the last six of their seven
games, putting them at 9-13. The
Zips defeated Wright State 76-71
when the Raiders played them at
their court earlier this season.
Says Underhill. "They played
well up there and then had
Cleveland State down by almost
20 at home and ended up losing
by 14. They have beaten some
good teams like Gannon and
Cheyney State, so you know
they're capable of playing awfully
well at times."
As far as the team's present
performance goes, Underhill feels
the club "could be ranked # 1 in
NCAA ratings" but also states
that the rankings could "put

RECORDS G D ~ & TAPES
113 Brown St. 228-6399
collectors items magazines

ui.>» m,

Currently, the four schools with
the best chances of Tournament
bids in the Great Lakes Region
arc Northern Michigan, Wright
State. Eastern Illinois and St.
Joseph's (14-7). Indiana Central
(12-9), Indiana State - Evansville
(II -9) and Bellarmine (11-10) are
not to be forgotten, however,
since a lot still depends on this
week's results.

THE ORIGINAL NCAA Invitational Bids were to be announced
Wednesday, Feb. 14, but the time
has been extended to Wednesday. Feb. 31 since competition
betweea regional qualifiers is still
clcse.
•
Mrs. Zarko
HEADER AND ADVISOR
. Will consult you on all matters
9:00 am— 8:00 pm
185Shoup Mill Road
278-3332
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pressure on us since we would
have to uphold that and have a lot
of teams shooting at us."
UNDERHILL ALSO feels that
when you come down to it NCAA
ratings mean next to nothing
anyway since in a tournament
"you win or you're out."
Underhill feels there's a fine
line between a good team and a
mediocre team, and knows any
team can get their backs against a
wall sometime and face being an
also-ran competitor.
So he's still just taking o.ie
game at a time and counting not
the " W ' s " now but the " L ' s . " A
lot still depends on how the
Raiders can do against the Akron
Zips this weekend and Underhill
knows that.
BUT THE COACH also thinks
his team's "chances are good
now
"I've been down this road
before." Underhill said. "Right
now we are playing well and we
are going into the tournament
period at a good peak."

UCB CINEMA

HOUND OF
BASKERVILLES

We buy <& sell used records <& tapes

o
o

GIVES YOU MORE OF
•
WHAT YOU GO OUT FOR! Q

Fri. Feb. 16
7:30
112 Oelman
ONLY $1.00!
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A
^
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^
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Wilson makes most of opportunities
B>BOB CANADY
Guardian Staff Writer
For three years Bill Wilson has
been sitting on the bench watching and waiting. It was not until
after six games last year that
Wilson got a chance to start. This
year the team was 18 games into
the «eason when Wilson got his
chance.
Both times it was only because
of an injury to a current starter.
And both times Wilson has made
the most of the opportunity and
showed the type >f game he is
capable of playing.
IAST SEASON Wilson stepped
in and finished with an 11.0
average, second on the team.
This year Wilson got his chance
when Coach Ralph Undcrhill
moved Bob Schaefer to the bench
due to an aggravated hip injury.
Wilson moved into the starting
guard spot and onire again moved
from the bench into the limelight.
Since becoming a starter, Wilson has averaged around 16
points a game and tied a school
record for assists in a single
game, with 10 against IndianaPurdue in his first start of the
season. In his next game, agains:
Northern Kentucky, Wilson led
the Raiders in scoring with 25
points as they defeated the Norsemen.
Wilson made no bones about
his feelings. "Really I felt 1 had
deserved to start three weeks
before I did," Wilson said. "1
think I showed during practice
that 1 should be starting, but it
took an injury to get me into the
lineup."
Our

Ffnr

WILSON FELT tf-at having two
good games in his first two
outings as a starter relieved any
pressure he might have been
feeling. "1 think there definitely
was pressure on me at first to
prove 1 should be starting because I had been talking a lot
about not starting and thinking I
deserved to. Tying that record
and scoring 25 against Northern
Kentucky really helped take the
pressure off," he explained.
Wilson looks at the time he
spent on the bench early in this
season as the hardest thing he
has gone through here at Wright
State.
"Going into this season, I
thought I would have a good
chance at starting. Then, here I
was right back on the bench. One
thing I've learned is that you
can't take anything for granted at
Wright State. If 1 made AIIAmerican I wouldn't take anything for granted."

coming up and watching me play there is a slight chance at pro ball
during my senior year and had for him when he finishes his
kept in contact the whole time, so career here. "Joe Roberts, an
I
I decided to come here. It was still assistant from the Golden State
1
close to home, which is the main Warriors, is a real close friend of
reason 1 was considering Ohio the family. He told me when I
State, because I wanted to be finish school to come and try out.
close enough where my family But they will let just about anyone
could see me play. 1 visited the try out. I would have to improve
campus and liked it. I admit my game a lot though, and gain
playing in the P.E. building may some weight, but you never
«
not be as nice as St. John's (Ohio know. Still, it would be a good
K ' u
^
^
State's home court), but I liked experience to spend a couple
M
|
the campus."
weeks with the profs. See what
J
| |
[
it's like to be around them, and
r»
Wilson really wants the team to what their job is like," he exS T A TE
'*
go on to the NCAA playoffs and plained.
do well. "I think if we can get in
Before Wilson decides what to
and play like we are playing now,
we stand a really good chance at do after graduating, he still has
winning the whole thing," he another year left here, and he
said. "That would really be says he isn't even thinking about
something to be proud of. It is next year. One thing is for sure.
something you could always look You can bet he won't take anyBill WUaon
back on years later and remem- thing for granted.
ber."
*********************************:

WRIGHT STATE was not Wilson's only offer when he came out
of high school. But, then again,
anyone who averaged 21.8 as a
senior in high school and was
named to just about every postseason team in the state of Ohio
would be highly recruited. Wilson
received offers from Ohio State
and other Big Ten schools (Northwestern and Wisconsin) and also
Long Beach State, as well as
Wright State.

ALTHOUGH WILSON was recently married, he doesn't think
he has lost anything in his
relationship with the rest of the
team by not living in the dorms.
"I don't think it has hurt at all
because this is my first year out
and I had been there two years
before with them." Wilson said.
"The guys come by here some
and I still go up to the dorm a lot
with them. Then we see everyone
each day at practice. A basketball
team spends at least four hours
together every day."

"Coaches Jackson and Brown
from Wright State had been

Although Wilson isn't putting
any real hope into it, he says

BOOKIE PARLOR
2027 WAYNE AVE.
Dayton,Ohio 256-680S
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